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WHAT IS FISHERMETA?
Fishermeta is a Play2Earn game on BSC network where players can collect and
merge Fishermen in NFT format, carry out fisheries and compete in
tournaments to earn FSM tokens as a reward.
Game access: https://p2ehub.link/
Telegram: https://t.me/p2ehubofficial
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GAME DYNAMICS

Mint or Merge Fishermen with various rarities, classes and skill levels to use them in
available fishing areas and receive FSM as a reward, compete in fishing tournaments
with other players to win great token prizes, create or join Guilds to receive more
benefits and collect Fishermen to accumulate passive token income.
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FISHING SPOTS
There are 4 spots available to fish using minted NFTs
Each one only allows entry of Fishermen with specific
rarities. Spots also have duration times and fishing
reward levels:

A

B

C

D

T1: (A) Common Fisherman's of all classes
Fishing duration: 1h | Rewards: Up to 1.20 FSM

T2: (B) Rare Fisherman's of all classes
Fishing duration: 2h | Rewards: Up to 4 FSM

T3: (C) Epic Fisherman's of all classes
Fishing duration: 3h | Rewards: Up to 12.40 FSM

T4: (D) Legendary Fisherman's of all classes
Fishing duration: 4h | Rewards: Up to 33.20 FSM
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P2E – FISHING
A – Spot Identification.
G

A
B – Duration of each fishing
trip.

G - Spot's current status.
H

B
C – Your current total
efficiency (sum of each
Fisherman's Catch Rate).

C

I

D

I – Rewards that will be
received with the current
composition.

D – Fishing progress bar.
E

E – Fish that will be hooked
according to the efficiency of
current composition. Each
fish represents 10% of the
maximum possible reward.

H – Range of possible
rewards in Spot.

0.12 0.24 0.36 0.48 0.60 0.72 0.84 0.86 1.08 1.20

F

J – Free space to add a
compatible rarity fisherman
to the Spot.
J

F – Your current composition.
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AUTOFISHER

Autofisher is a special feature that allows the
player to automatically activate and keep all
fishing spots working for 12 consecutive hours.
With Autofisher active, fisheries work without
the need for other actions.
Autofisher can be contracted anytime for
3 $BUSD. You must have at least 100 FSM
tokens on hold in your Wallet at the time of
purchase.
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FISHERMAN’S MINT

New Fisherman can be minted at a
cost of 49.9 FSM (minimum
investment).
Upon reaching 50 Mints, your next
Fisherman is guaranteed to be RARE
or EPIC.
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FISHERMAN’S RARITY

Fishermen are divided into four
types of rarities: Common,
Rare, Epic and Legendary, each
with their respective drop
chance. The rarity of Fishermen
defines which Fishing Spot they
can be added to fish and
receive FSM tokens.

COMMON

RARE

ÉPIC

LEGENDARY

80%

15.5%

4%

0.5%
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FISHERMAN’S CLASS
Fishermen are also divided into classes ranging from 1
to 10, each with its own drop chance. The Fisherman's
class defines your fishing efficiency (Catch Rate). The
more efficient a Fisherman has, the more FSM will be
extracted as a reward in Fishing Spots.

CLASS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

DROP RATE

43%

25%

15%

5%

4%

3%

2%

1%

1.5%

0.5%

CATCH RATE

1%

3%

6%

8%

11% 12% 16% 18%

21%

25%
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FISHERMAN’S HUT

In Fisherman's Hut you can check your
available NFTs for each Fishing Spots (T1, T2,
T3 and T4) and also manage your in-game
actions such as adding a Fisherman to a
specific Spot corresponding to its rarity
(Activate) or remove (Recall).
NFT Fishermen are displayed in groups
separated by type.
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FISHERMAN’S COLLECTION

In the Fisherman's Collection you can
view all your mined NFT in addition
to being able to merge repeated
Fishermen and follow the evolution
of your FSM passive gain.
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FISHERMAN’S MERGE

In Fishermeta it is possible to MERGE
two Fishermen of equal rarities and
classes to receive in exchange a
Fisherman of a class exactly above
(higher in efficiency).
MERGE can be performed at
Fisherman’s Collection and there are
no fees to perform the process.
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BLACK MARKET

The Black Market allows you to buy Fishermen with
specific rarities and fishing abilities for a cost in
WBNB.
Availability is limited and restocking occurs with
varying frequency.
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PASSIVE INCOME

In Fishermeta, players who collect NFTs are
rewarded with passive income according to
the percentage of their collection. The more
complete the Fisherman’s collection, the
more FSM will be received.
Payments are made daily to the game
account. Yields can be checked on the
Fisherman's Collection area.
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GUILDS – OVERVIEW
Creating or joining a Guild unlocks access to an additional Fishing
Point for its members that reward in Medals that can be used to
Mint new fishermen at a discount and contract Autofisher for special
durations and costs.

A – Guild main screen where the main information is
displayed such as the founder, each member's activity, the
average % of the members' collection and the daily
rewards in estimated Medals.

B – Shows the list of current members. The founder can
A

B

C

D

E

F

also remove members at this location if they wish.

C – Shows the list of requests to join the Guild for founder
approval.

H
G

D – Medal Shop where they can be exchanged for in-game
benefits.

E – List of existing guilds.
F – Guild Tournament (coming soon).
G – Shows the Guild flag and allows the founder to change
it at any time.

H – Guild exclusive fishing spot.
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GUILDS – MEMBERSHIP

To be part of a Guild, the player needs
to have at least 15% of the
Fishermen’s Collection and request to
join a Guild.

After the founder has approved the
entry, the player will have access to
the extra Fishing Point to collect
Medals and enjoy the benefits.
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GUILDS – CREATION AND UPGRADE
Any player can found a Guild in Fishermeta with a
capacity of up to 10 members. The requirements
are to own at least 15% of the Fisherman
Collection and pay a 250 FSM fee.
As a founder, the player will be able to approve or
kick members and will also have the benefit of
receiving double Medals daily.

Lv. 1
Lv. 2
Lv. 3
Lv. 4

-

Guilds have levels ranging from 1 to 4. Guild level
directly impacts the amount of medals that can be
received as a reward for its members.
The requirements that must be fulfilled by the founder
(only) to create and upgrade the Guild Level are
described below.

250 FSM + 15% Fisherman Collection
1000 FSM + 30% Fisherman Collection
1000 FSM + 45% Fisherman Collection
1000 FSM + 60% Fisherman Collection
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GUILDS – REWARDS
As a founder or member of a Guild, players will be able to enjoy an extra Fishing Spot. This Spot will reward
with Medals, which is an internal currency and can be used in the Medals Shop.

The amount of daily Medals received by players who is a member of a Guild depends on how active its
members are, the current average % of the Fisherman’s Collection of all members and the current level of the
Guild.
Lv. 1 - 4 Medals * members' daily fishing in the extra spot * % Collection average
Lv. 2 - 8 Medals * members' daily fishing in the extra spot * % Collection average
Lv. 3 - 12 Medals * members' daily fishing in the extra spot * % Collection average
Lv. 4 - 16 Medals * members' daily fishing in the extra spot * % Collection average

Ex: LVL1 Guild with 10 members doing daily fishing in the Guild Spot and all with an average collection of 20%
= 4 * 10 * 0.20 = 8 Reward Medals per day for each member and 16 for the founder
Guild Founder always gets double coins
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GUILDS – MEDALS SHOP
The exclusive items that can be
redeemed using Medals + FSM
are:

A – Purchase of new Fishermen at a
discount.

B – Buy Autofisher 12 hours at a
discount.

C – Buy Autofisher 16 hours at a discount
(guild requirement Lv. 2)

D – Buy Autofisher 20 hours at a discount
(guild requirement Lv. 3)

E – Buy Autofisher 24 hours at a discount
(guild requirement Lv. 4)
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P2E – FISHING TOURNAMENTS
Fishing tournaments offer the possibility for players to win great rewards in FSM Tokens. These rewards may vary depending
on the number of participants and the number of tickets purchased for the competition. Each ticket can be purchased for
30 FSM and there is no usage limit, meaning players can participate as many times as they like within the duration of the
tournament. Tournament is a luck game and is not influenced by NFTs.

With the ticket purchased, the player will have
5 moves (Catchs) to add points. Points vary
according to the fish caught.

The prize pool in FSM increases with the
number of competitors. The top 5 in the
ranking divide the Prize Pool according to their
placement. The duration of each tournament
can vary from 1 to 7 days.

From the amount collected by each ticket (30 FSM), 50% is added to the
Rewards Pool of the ongoing tournament and 50% will be burned. The
Tournament is not influenced by players' NFTs.
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RECOVERY AND CLAIM AREA

If there was any problem or interruption during the processes of minting new Fishermen or contracting
the AutoFisher (such as connection drop, browser closing, etc.), the player will be able to recover the
items that had the transaction concluded in the Recovery and Claim Area. In this area, the Autofisher
contracts received for indications (Referral) will also be available.
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WITHDRAW

You can withdraw your in-game balance
whenever you accumulate a minimum of 250
FSM and you must withdraw before reaching
1000 tokens.
You must have at least 10 FSM in your
Metamask Wallet.
Withdraw fee = 5%
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REFERRAL SYSTEM

All players who have at least 4 Fishermen will be able
to participate in the Referral System by sharing their
Fisherman’s ID.
As soon as a referred player Mint at least 4 Fishermen,
who made the referral will automatically receive
x1 12 hours Auto-Fisher Contract to be redeemed in
the Bugged Claim area.

For the referral be validated, the referred player must
inform the Miner ID of the player who made the
referral in the Referral System Area. There is no limit
to referrals.
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SETTINGS AND PROFILE

Players can set the
game's theme for day or
night. You can also turn
sound effects on and off.

By clicking on your Avatar, more information
about the account is displayed
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P2E MOBILE

It is possible to play Fishermeta via Mobile using Kiwi
Browser + Metamask (for management) or TrustWallet
(for management and Mint).
Important: The Mint process of new Fishermen or any
other action involving purchase or contracting via Mobile
is supported only through the use of Trust Wallet. If the
process is done via mobile in other ways, the Fishermeta
team will not be able to support you in case of any
difficulties.
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FSM TOKEN

Fishermeta Token (FSM) is the engine of the entire ecosystem being
necessary for Mint new Fishermen (NFTs) and to use other features in the
game. FSM is also the token received as a reward for gameplay.

Total Supply: 100.000.000 FSM
Contract: 0x801eD27beb4cB4D73EFC8CEb42EdA049061f7566
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TOKENOMICS
TOTAL SUPPLY: 100.000.000

20%
Team & Advisors
Tokens locked for 1 year. Then, vest
linearly over 12 months

0.5%
Token Airdrop
Q2 2022

0.5%
Token Sale

79%
Play to Earn
Available since release

April 2022
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DISCLAIMER

The information provided in this whitepaper and the game features do not in any way constitute investment
advice, market trading advice or any other type of financial or general advice and this information should not
be treated as such. Fishermeta is a Play-To-Earn game that uses Utility Tokens for its operation and
management and should be considered a recreational activity and not for investment purposes.
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HAPPY FISHING!
Game access: https://p2ehub.link/
Telegram: https://t.me/p2ehubofficial

